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Design method of cantilever walls for deep excavations - A survey on Japanese codes

M. Hanko & S. Nakagawa
Bayshore Route Construction Bureau, Metropolitan Expressway Public Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

l. INTRODUCTION

The paper is prepared as a palt of the study related
to a survey on codes _ of practice etc. for deep
excavations in Japan, which was carried out by the
Japanese Society of Soil Mechanics and Foundation
Engineering Committee on "Underground
Construction in Soft' Ground" (J SSMFE TC-28).
The outline of survey is summarized by Katsura et al.
(1994) which is included in this proceedings.

With respect to the cantilever walls for excavations,
six codes inrnine major codes established by various
public organizations in Japan prescribe the related
provisions. Depth of application is generally limited
to shallow excavations, and each -one code specifies

no deeper than l0m, 32 to 5m or 3m, respectively,
while other three codes provide no description.
This paper deals with the design method of
cantilever walls for excavations, referring and
summarizing six codes, currently applied to practice
in Japan.

2. OUTLINE OF CAN TILEVER WALL

The cantilever wall for excavations is a temporary
structure and an earth retaining system subjected to
an active earth and water pressures, to maintain its
stability by utilizing the lateral stiffness of wall
associated with a passive lateral resistance
distributed over the embedded length of wall, without
providing any braces or anchors. This method is
generally adopted in relatively firm ground, small
scale and shallow excavations, because the stress,
deformation and displacement of wall caused by
excavation are much larger than that of braced or
anchored wall. In design, the cantilever wall is
generally modeled as a beam supported on an elastic
foundation or cantilever beam. Schematic diagram of
an elastic supported beam model is shown in Fig. 1.
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SMX: maximum displacement

Mm: maximum bending moment

Pa 1 resultant of lateral pressure
acting on retained side of wall

H 2 excavation depth
h : distance from bottom of

excavation to position of resultant

Figure l. Sehematic diagram of cantilever walls

3. LATERAL PRESSURE FOR DESIGN OF
CAN TILEVER WALLS

According to the codes, three methods are employed
for estimating the lateral pressure acting on wall, i.e.,
the formula .proposed by Rankine-R'esal or Coulomb
and a triangler distribution diagram of lateral
pressure assuming a coefficient to be multiplied .by
vertical stress in the ground. So, the lateral pressure
is the same as that of braced walls and apllied to the
both design of the stiffness and penetration length of
the wall.

The wall is considered to be rigid and assumed to



rotate about a point below the bottom of excavation.
The wall below the rotation point C moves toward
the earth retained side that the passivepressure is
induced accordingly and the active earth pressure
would be acting on the excavated side of wall. Fig. 2
summerizes the lateral pressure distribution diagram
for the design of wall and indicates the center of wall
rotation C is located a distance of X above the
necessary depth of wall penetration D.
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H 2 excavation depth

lc : necessary depth of wall penetration
KA ; coefficient of active earth pressure

KP : coefficient of passive earth pressure

y : tuiit weight of soil
C 1 center of wall rotation

x : distance Hom the necessary depth of wall
D to the center of wall ratation C.

Figure 2. Lateral pressure distribution of cantilever

4. NECESSARY DEPTH OF WALL
PENETRATIQN

Necessary depth of cantilever wall penetration is to
be determined examining, ® limiting equibrium
between the moment and the lateral pressure acting
on the retained and excavated sides of wall, ®
stability of _the excavation bottom against heaving
and boiling, and ®bearing capacity of wall subjected
to vertical' load, and so on, which are mostly identical
to that of the braced walls.

According to the codes, tive methods are employed
for estimating the necessary depth of cantilever wall
pentration, which are classified into three types. Type

l is the one proposed by Engel, which has been
applied to estimate the lateral resistance of an open
caisson. Type 2 is a method applied to estimate the
lateral resistance of piles. With respect to type 3, the
limiting equibrium is examined between the
overturning and restoring moments about the
necessary depth of the wall as well as with/without
the resultant forces of the lateral pressures acting on
the retained and excavated sides of the wall, in which
three methods are included.

Method®: Fig.3 shows a schematic diagram of
Engel's method or method®_ The necessary depth is
determined assuming the distribution of- lateral
resistance is to be a parabola. With respect to the
maximum resistance, the depth and magnitude are
given by equations \_(l) and (2). The maximum
resistance has to ben' less than the passive earth
pressure at the depth.

X1=L(3L+4h)/4(2L+3h)` """' (1)

Pmax-13Pa(3L+4h)2/4L2(2L+3h) """ (2)
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Pa: resultant of active earth pressure acting on
the reained side of wall

h 2 distance between bottom of excavation and
position of resultant

x : depth below bottom of excavation

xl: depth below bottom of excavation to position
of the maximum resistance

L : penetration length of wall

p : latetral resistance

Figure 3. Engel's mathod



Method ® 1 The characteristic length related to

subgrade reaction(1/ 5) is identical to that applied to
a pile subject to lateral force. The pile or 'wall
between the bottom of excavation and a depth equal

to the length(l/,G )is to be .depth of wall is detennined
to be 2 to TL' times of 1/ ,5 , generally.

The length 1/,5 is given by the equation(3).

1/B =4J 1<h~ B/4E1 ,,,_ ___(3)

where,

kb: coefficient of horizontal subgrade reaction
modulus

B 2 unit width of wall
EI: stiffness of wall _

Method®: Fig.4(a) shows a schematic diagram for
method®, which illustrates the lateralpressure 1 and
resultant forces acting' on the wall. The overturning
and restoring moments and limiting equilibrium are
given by equation (4), in that the necessary depth of

wall penetration Lo can be estimate, The design
depth or length of penetration Lo can be estimate.
The design depth of wall penetration L is determined
to be 1.2 Lo, according to the codes.

MA:Pa'yal   I MA=MB |||uo(4)

Method@:Shown in Fig.4(b) is a schematic diagram
which is taken into account of the lateral pressures
acting on the sides of wall associated with the
movement of towerportion of wall to the retained
side. An additional_ penetration length L is able to
estimated by the equation (5) and the design length L
is detemined by the equation (6). No water pressure
is considered for L.

Pp-Pa=APp-APa ., .,,, (5)
L=1.2(Lo+AL) .. .,..(6)

where,

Lo: necessary depth of wall penetration
obtained by equation (4).
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H : depth of excavation

[0 1 necessary depth of wall penetration
Pa 1 resultant of active earth pressure acting on

the retained side of wall

ip : distance between position of passive resultant
force and depth of penetration length

Al I additional penetration length
R 1 virtual lateral force to be assumed for an

Pp 1 resultant of passive earth pressure acting on equilibrium
the excavated Side of Wall APa : additional active earth pressure for equation (5)

}§ I distance between position of active resultant
force and depth of penetration length

APp : additional passive earth pressure' for equation (5)

Figure 4. Schematic deagrams for detenninating necessary depth of wall penetration
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(b) For Engel's method, the maximum bending momentD  ` PA and shearing force' are given by equations (12) and (13)

D 0  i     i i i ii  referring_Fig.3, and no displacemen can be estimated.-   , Me-\=-P=<“+*>
.  . f§'i2l§§§§§§§§  Q =_P_

Kp if Do i :KA y (I-14-D 0) | | '““
K/1 7 Do Kp 7 (H+D 0) KA q

H : excavation depth
D : necessary penetration length

KA : coefficient of active earth pressure
Kp : coeflicient of passive earth pressure
P A : resultant of active eartli pressure

P r : resultant of passive earth pressure
R : total resistance force

p C : center of wall rotation

Figure 5. Schematic diagram for determining
penetration length

The mininiuni depth of penetration is to be 3m for the wall
subjected to 'water pressure and 1.5m without water
pr_essure, which are specified to three and four codes,
respectively.

No code speciiies the- maximum depth of penetration,
howerver, it is necessary to examine an alternative wall
system, such as a braced wall, if possible, for a.long wall in
soft ground.

5. DESIGN OF WALL STIFFNESS

Two' codes prescribe the provisions for the design of wall
stiffness assuming that the cantilever is fixed at the bottom

ofwall, while itis the neccssarydepth of wall according to
three codes.

One code provides two methods, (a) and (b).

(a) The wall is assumed to be - a pile on an elastic
foundation subjected to the lateral force at a height of h
above the bottom -of excavation as shown Fig.l
Followring eqnations (7), (8) and (9) are given. for
estimating the maximum bending moment, shearing force
and displacement.


